Bollywood, being one of the biggest film industries of India, is an interesting area of research to understand the socio-cultural perspectives of today's India. My paper will focus on the changing role of Indian woman. It will argue if the change is merely superficial or the Indian woman has been successful to negotiate with and challenge the patriarchal social structure. These multiple issues will be discussed with special reference to two of the latest Bollywood movies, namely, English-Vinglish and Queen.
Introduction
A recent ban on a documentary titled India's Daughter, based on the heinous and petrifying 2012 gang rape in New Delhi, prompted director Leslee Udwin to comment: "My documentary is a drop of water on a stone and we should all globally hang our heads in shame (if) we don't stop war on women" (Thacker) . She further stated: "Society's way of shame is to marginalize the women like they are rotten apples in a barrel, but in fact it is the barrel that is rotten and rots the apple" (Thacker) . When the entire country is caught in this issue of gender-violence and the controversial banning of this documentary, one of the India's leading women journalists, Barkha Dutt, discussed the issue of this ban with Udwin at the Women in the World Summit, 2015 and made certain pertinent remarks regarding the position of women in the post-colonial Indian socio-cultural context. She remarked, with her unconventional approach and positivity that the repercussions of the gang rape could be viewed as a "moment of hope for women" (Thacker) . She further stressed: "The incidence of sexual violence is higher in the United States and the United Kingdom than India" and asserted that India had its own Prime Minister four decades back and had the provision of maternity leave before it was implemented in a First World Country like America. Dutt further pointed out that "gender is more complex than that, it cannot be put in a box" (Thacker) .
This article would like to address these complex and multi-layered dimensions regarding the position of women in post-colonial India through an analysis of Bollywood movies. Bollywood, being one of the biggest film industries of India, is an immensely interesting area of research for delving deep not only into the trends and changes in the art of film-making but also to understand the socio-cultural perspectives and newer dimensions of thought process of today's new India. However, in order to probe deep into it, in order to understand whether the role of Indian woman has changed at all or not, whether the change, if any, is merely superficial, whether today's Indian woman has achieved a position where she can challenge and negotiate with the patriarchal social structure, it becomes imperative to trace the journey of woman in Indian society from the colonial to the post-colonial times.
Some steps back to the ancient times can give us a vivid picture of the position of woman in Indian socio-cultural context. Manusmriti, one of the seminal texts of Hinduism, states that "Day and night woman must be kept in dependence by the males (of) their (families), and, if they attach themselves to sensual enjoyments, they must be kept under one's control. Her father protects (her) in childhood, her husband protects (her) in youth, and her sons protect (her) in old age; a woman is never fit for independence."
Manu's portrayal of woman is in accordance with the depiction of women characters in our epics where women are supposed to be obedient to their male counterparts, be dutiful and chaste, and be always at their mark to prove their purity if the society demands them to do so. Jasbir Jain points out: "Gender construction in India has its roots in Sita's agnipariksha, Draupadi's chirharan and Damayanti's adherence to the pativrata code" (Indigenous Roots of Feminism 29). Draupadi is forced to maintain marital relationship with five husbands while Sita and Ahalya, without any active role in the violation of social codes, are commanded purification through symbolic deaths (one by being transformed into stone and another by being asked to pass through fire). This kind of portrayal of women might prompt us to think about the marginalization of women who were subjected to utmost negligence and humiliation as depicted in the epics. But the story is not that simple. Rather it has multiple layers involved in it. While, on the one hand, women are subjected to atrocities and humiliation, denied selfrespect and dignity by the essentially male-dominated society, on the other hand, there are the deities of Durga and Kali worshipped in the society, the deities considered being supremely powerful and symbolizing creation and destruction respectively. The concept of Swayamvara, the right of a woman to choose her husband, is another feature which marks woman power in the earlier social construct. Moreover, the women in the epics are not always essentially passive. While Sita opts to return to mother earth instead of going back to her husband, Draupadi demands war for justice in order to take vengeance against the Kauravas for her Vastraharan. Thus there is an interesting duality in the position of woman in Indian socio-cultural context. Though her potential is tried to be curbed by the patriarchy, her spirit, dignity and self-respect have often come to the forefront despite all hurdles laid down on her way.
In colonial India women were ignorant of their basic rights mostly because of illiteracy and economic subordination and were denied access to social equality. Tarabhai Shinde, in "Stree-Purush Tulna" (A Comparison between Women and Men) points out the injustice involved in the models of womanhood made by men and criticizes the restrictive patriarchal impositions, which attempt to deprive women of their basic freedoms (Jain, . The social rites like Sati, infanticide, child marriage, polygamy are few instances to prove the deplorable condition of women in the then contemporary society. The role of social reformers like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Vidyasagar and Christian missionaries towards the upliftment of women by establishing schools and by imposition of certain phenomenal acts like Sati-Abolition Act (1829) and Widow Remarriage Act (1856) are worth-mentioning here. Ban on Female Infanticide, Abolition of Devdasi System and Purdah system, provision of educational opportunities for women and equal share for women in political life of the country were other significant measures to boost up the confidence of women in pre-independent India. The Indian Freedom Struggle provided women a much-needed opportunity to break the male hegemony in the political sphere. However, writers like Geraldine Forbes observes that the so-called emancipation of woman in nineteenth century India was not prompted by what the woman wanted; rather it was the modernization of woman as per the requisite of patriarchy. Moreover, colonial racist views about an inferior Indian civilization had largely inspired social reforms and thus the ideology which tried to redefine gender relations was a blend of both foreign and indigenous concepts (Forbes & Forbes 14) . The emergence of the "New Woman" created by the nationalist agenda was essentially different from the westernized woman in terms of her social emancipation, cultural refinement and national identity. She was expected to write in Sanskritized vernacular and possess feminine virtues. Thus she had to be the epitome of national culture while suiting the modern world and this combination was again dictated by the male-dominated nationalist ideology. The nationalist resolution was pretty clear about the prescription of different degrees of westernization for men and women and thus both the masculine-feminine and home-world dichotomies were prevalent in the society (Chatterjee 237) . The role of Indian woman was always that of "sati-savitri-sita" (Chatterjee 248) and she was always perceived as a part of the "home," the domestic space and her role was to improve the society through her dharma (Chakrabarty 129) . Meenakshi Mukherjee focuses on the way women were "used/ perceived/ deployed/ represented in this predominantly masculine project" of the construction of nationhood (118). However, writers like Tanika Sarkar, through the reference to biographies of women, bring to limelight the desires of women for much more than fulfilling the roles of "chaste wives, good mothers or good daughters" (47).
In the post-colonial scenario when Indian Constitution assures equality of the sexes and when woman empowerment is the latest in-thing, an attempt to delve deep into the position of today's Indian woman becomes quite interesting. Within the framework of democratic polity, Indian laws, development policies, plans and programmes aim at the advancement of women in different spheres. India has also ratified several international conventions to ensure rights of women. After Independence the Central Social Welfare Board was established in 1953 which promoted welfare and development services for women and children. "The planning commission's Plans and Prospects for Social Welfare in India, 1951-61 spells out social welfare services as intending to cater for the special needs of persons and groups who by reason of some handicap -social, economic, physical or mental -are unable to avail of or are traditionally denied the amenities and services provided by the community. Thus women were considered to be handicapped by social customs and values and social welfare services were thought of to rehabilitate them" (Chaudhuri 350) . It was during the drafting of the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1980-85) that a group of women's organizations demanded that the strategies recommended by these groups needed to be included in the Five-Year Plan. Then the Planning Commission included a chapter on "Women and Development" in the document. After that the government set up a Department of Women and Child Development in 1985 and the UGC began extending support to Women Studies Centres in several universities. India has quite a glorious list of woman president, woman prime minister, women writers, women scientists, women entrepreneurs, so on and so forth. Ironically, despite all these names in different social spheres, women consistently lag behind men in terms of access to education, health care and jobs. Another horrible reality of post-colonial India is the gruesome truth of femicide which is rationalized as and co-opted into the rhetoric of population control. The horror of femicide is not only restricted to the brutal killing of female foetuses but also gets extended to the murder of girl child through callousness and indifference by adopting discriminatory treatment in terms of unequal allocation of food, uneven access to medical facilities, family resources and minimum survival needs. Apart from economic and social inequality, women are the worst victims of crimes such as rape, molestation, domestic violence, dowry deaths and trafficking. The point may be brought home in a clearer way by looking at the different NGOs striving for the upliftment of women in post-colonial Indian social scenario. The necessity for the formation of Indian Women and Child Welfare Trust clarifies my point further.
Hence the question which immediately crops up is what is the social reality regarding women. Has she been emancipated or is she tied down by the age-old norms laid down by patriarchy; is she enjoying equal social status with men or she continues to be a victim of male control and social dictates? At this crucial juncture when the woman question has so many layers and perspectives involved in it, this paper would be an attempt to look into the position of Indian women through an analysis of Bollywood movies.
Cinema being one of the most powerful media for mass communication possesses the potential to combine entertainment with ideas. Because of its appeal to the masses it can portray the aspirations, frustrations and contradictions present in any given social order and can also exercise palpable influence on the mind of the people and thus generate social awareness and formulate public opinion. In India, Bollywood being the largest and most popular film industry has enormous possibility and responsibility towards social development and upliftment. Apart from the so-called 'masala' movies meant only for entertainment (though scope for seeking social messages is always there), there are movies in which the directors take up the responsibility to deal with pertinent social issues and interrogate certain norms and customs of the society. Directors like Aparna Sen, Kalpana Lajmi and Deepa Mehta (to name a few) are the film directors who deal with social issues, particularly related to women, with immense sensitivity and care.
'Sacrifice' is integrally linked with the role model of Indian woman as far as the patriarchal social context is concerned. All the memorable women characters of literature in the vernaculars are submissive and completely at home with the load of virtue and suffering imposed on them by the patriarchal tradition. Indian woman has understood and "internalized patriarchy so well that she never complains -is further merged with the 'woman in the house' of post-enlightenment bourgeois society. Popular Indian Cinema has consistently used the resultant 'ideal Indian woman'-productive, uncomplaining, kind, pragmatic, equally at home with Indian tradition and colonial (and postcolonial) modernity -as the ultimate backup, representative of a cultural state of equilibrium that at times could serve as a signifier for either family, society, or the nation" .
This paper deals with two latest Bollywood movies, English-Vinglish and Queen, directed by two upcoming directors Gauri Shinde and Vikas Bahl released in 2012 and 2014 respectively and tries to locate the position of women in contemporary Bollywood cinema. Both the movies concentrate on emancipation of women, but the way in which this issue is handled in both is different. English-Vinglish delineates the story of a home-maker Sashi (enacted by Bollywood diva Sridevi) who is not only a responsible wife and mother but also possesses great culinary skill. She is an expert in making laddoos (an Indian sweet) and has her own small home-based business of delivering laddoos to different households. However, all her potentials remain unnoticed by her family members who suffer from the typical colonial mindset judging people on the basis of their fluency in English. Sashi, lacking proficiency in English, is a source of fun and ridicule for her husband Satish (enacted by Adil Hussain) who is complicit in ridiculing her weakness. Sashi's daughter is ashamed to take her to school because of Sashi's linguistic incompetency but, despite this ill-treatment from her daughter, Sashi wants to ensure that her daughter is not subjected to the same humiliation as her. That is why Sashi asks the teacher about her performance in English. (It is interesting to note that the teacher was stressing the need of Sashi's daughter to improve in another subject but Sashi's focus was on English). Sashi, being raised in the patriarchal social set up, accepts all her humiliation unquestioningly. She knows that it is her duty to make breakfast ready for her husband in the morning and become his partner in bed at night. Every morning she wakes up early, does her regular chores like cleaning and cooking (different meals for different members of her family) uncomplainingly. Apparently it seems she has adjusted with the lack of appreciation that she confronts at every moment in her life. But this typical non-complaining housewife emerges as somewhat confident and satisfied while delivering laddoos and being appreciated for her potential by her customers. The feeling of contentment for not being taken for granted by people outside her home is reflected in her smile and despite her husband's insistence on leaving her job of laddoo-making, she continues with it saying that it is the only thing that she is fond of doing for herself. Satish does not miss a single chance to criticize Sashi regarding her cooking and particularly her skill in making laddoos, saying that she was born to make laddoos. This remark is added with a sarcastic smile which hovers over his face. Sashi once explains with her broken English: "Men cooking art lady cooking daily job duty" (When a man cooks it is called the art of cooking but when a woman cooks that is considered her daily job, her duty).
A twist comes in Sashi's hackneyed life when she has to travel to America alone to assist her sister to make necessary arrangements for her daughter's wedding. Here also Sashi's journey is prompted by her responsibility towards her sister. Once in America, she comes across an advertisement claiming to make candidates fluent in English in four weeks. What is striking here is the fact that Sashi gets enrolled for the class, not by asking for financial assistance from anyone, but with her own money that she had saved from her business. Moreover, she manages to go to the class all alone and is thoroughly satisfied to find the venue of the class all by herself. The smile on her face is the sign of that feeling of contentment and achievement. She joins the class not for proving anything to her family, but as a personal goal to prove to herself. This is evident from her final emotional speech when she asserts that in moments of depression it is self-help which is needed the most. In her English learning class she gets acquainted with people belonging to diverse ethnicities and nationalities all of whom are struggling to learn English. Thus an immediate bond is created amongst all the classmates because of a commonality of linguistic incapacity in them. One of Sashi's classmates, a French chef, Laurent, begins to feel romantically inclined towards her. But Sashi, being true to her Indian values of purity and chastity, refuses to indulge in any kind of emotional commitment towards him, despite her liking for Laurent and explains that she wants respect, not love. But the way she interacts with Laurent, the way she stumbles and tries to control herself after meeting Laurent at the rooftop are obvious signs of her unuttered liking for him. That is why when Laurent appreciates her beauty in front of the entire class and the Indian classmate (representative of patriarchy) takes immediate offence saying that he should show respect towards an Indian woman, Sashi is not offended. Rather she remarks that she had not been appreciated like this for years. However, her wifely responsibilities and motherly instincts prove stronger than her identity as a woman. Hence, she values her commitment much more than her own desires. At the end of the movie Sashi delivers a speech in English reminding the newly-married couple of the value of marriage, the importance of family and the need to support each other without being "judgemental". At the end of the speech, her husband and daughter apologize to her for all their rudeness and impolite behaviour towards her for all these years. Sashi turns to be a confident woman, starts appreciating her own identity and worth.
Thus it can be viewed as a kind of emancipation where Sashi, the timid, docile wife turns to be a woman respected both by herself and her family after acquiring fluency in English. However, this story of apparent liberalization of a woman has certain deep-rooted questions embedded in it. There is a subtle suggestion that though motherhood is the most fulfilling aspect of a woman's life, only being a mother does not earn enough social recognition. Thus Sashi, with all her love and dedication, fails to gain respect in her family and has to learn a foreign language in order to be at par with the social standard of her family.
Linguistic hierarchy prevalent in India, with English being the trump card to climb up the social ladder, is an undeniable truth and this truth is reinforced through this movie. Though Sashi had always been a business woman, her learning the English word 'entrepreneur' gives her a strange confidence about herself which she never possessed earlier. Thus the hegemony of English, even in the postcolonial era, is rampant in Indian society. Moreover, though Sashi's character has potentials of development, there is no radical transformation of the social role of woman suggested through this movie. Sashi remains a dedicated Indian wife with her saree and mangal sutra (signifying her marital status) and while returning from America speaks in English to ask for a Hindi newspaper.
While pondering about the character of Sashi which arises so many questions in mind about the reality and role of present day Indian woman, there is another character called Rani (enacted by leading Bollywood actor Kangana Ranaut) who is the protagonist of a very unconventional Bollywood movie entitled Queen. Initially Rani is a young girl, busy, along with her entire family, making preparations for her wedding. Her happiness at this wedding arrangement makes it quite obvious that it is the meaning of her very existence. When her fiancé Vijay (enacted by Rajkummar Rao) meets her in order to call the wedding off, we find her in tears, sobbing, stammering, literally begging Vijay to get married to her and promises to change herself as per his wish or requirement. This is a typical Indian girl for whom life centres around getting married and leading a life completely dependent on her male counterpart. She is like thousands of other girls, trying to be happy in the happiness of her husband and his family and altering, rather forgetting her own individuality and sacrificing her own desires to remain a "good" woman as per the patriarchal social standards. After being rejected by her fiancé Rani goes back home and locks herself in the room. At this point one might expect that she would be a devastated woman or even might commit suicide in her grief of being dumped by her prince charming. However, to the utter astonishment of the Indian audience, she emerges out of the room and declares to her family that she would continue with her honeymoon plan and would be travelling to Paris and Amsterdam alone.
In Paris, Rani instantly connects with Vijaylakshmi (played by Lisa Haydon) who is an aggressively independent young single mother. She has no inhibitions about her drinking habit and her multiple relationships. She speaks a little Hindi and Rani does not know French at all. But language does not become a barrier in the friendship of these two women. They enjoy thoroughly and laugh their hearts out. Rani is delighted to burp (it is considered indecent for girls to burp in India). She is excited to drive at unknown places by looking at the map and gets reminded of being ridiculed by Vijay, her fiancé earlier during her initial driving lessons. She is ecstatic to dance at a pub and continues dancing on the road along with Vijaylakshmi. Interestingly, these two women are poles apart from each other -one a simple Punjabi girl with her innocent charm and very limited knowledge about the world while the other one is a gorgeous promiscuous woman who has gained much experience in her attempt of survival. The beauty of this friendship is that nowhere the director has been judgemental about who is right and who is wrong. Rather it is a kind of sisterhood where the two women complement each other. But the movie does not end in Rani's attainment of this new friendship. She has to fight the battle of her own life and this has been suggested in the movie when she puts in all her strength to hold on to her bag and make the snatcher's effort futile in Paris rather than losing it and crying for help. She succeeds to overcome her own fears whether it is crossing the road or being haunted by the sight of the Eiffel Tower in Paris. It is the beauty of the same Tower that she enjoys later on. She has to mature as an independent woman gaining in experiences of life. Hence she sets off for Amsterdam alone where she meets new people. There, in a hostel, she has to share a room with three men. Quite obviously, with her upbringing as per Indian social codes of conduct, she is desperate to leave that room. Finding no other choice, she prefers to sleep in the hallway. Her roommates (who have not been portrayed as stereotyped rapists) show her respect and leave the entire room to her preferring to sleep in the hallway. Soon Rani becomes their friend and then sharing the room becomes quite natural for her. It is a relation of pure friendship between a woman and three men which has been brilliantly depicted in the movie. Rani's priorities of life change and thus when her ex-fiancé wants to talk to her in Amsterdam, she pays for her own juice and valuing her friendship more chooses to spend time with her room-mates at a Rock Show rather than carrying on the conversation with her fiancé. The audience remains awe-struck that it is the same Rani who was pleading with Vijay earlier to get married to her.
In Amsterdam she gets acquainted with an altogether new world when she goes to a brothel to meet Ruksar (a friend of Vijaylakshmi). Rani learns from her talk with Ruksar that she plays the role of a "man" (conventionally the bread earner as per the patriarchal social code) for her family and earns enough to get her two sisters educated and to arrange for the marriage of another one. The sexuality of Vijaylakshmi and Ruksar are new revelations for Rani (she being brought up with the values of patriarchal society where any kind of expression of sexuality is considered vulgar and a woman's chastity is something to be zealously guarded before marriage). Here Rani finds two women for whom sexuality is a symbol of economic independence and an agency for fulfilling their responsibilities as mother (in case of Vijaylakshmi) and as daughter (in case of Ruksar). Later on Rani gets rid of her own inhibitions and makes the move to kiss Marcello, an Italian chef, whom she finds attractive. The kiss is also prompted by a challenge that Indians are best at everything. She takes up the challenge sportingly and kisses Morcello to prove it. This daring nature of Rani might come as a shock to the Indian viewers. In this context Ratna Kapur's observation regarding sexuality of Indian women seems pertinent: "In India, motherhood, wifehood, domesticity, marriage, chastity, purity, and self-sacrifice constitute the primary features of normative sexuality" (56). Brinda Bose elaborates Kapur's argument that gradually a spirit of challenging normative sexuality is developing and "contemporary controversies around sex/sexuality are proof that sex is no longer seen solely as a negative, contaminating force that needs to be contained, while the re-conceptualization of sexual speech and expression as a right has simultaneously posed a cultural challenge as well" ("When the towel drops"). But in the very same year in which Kapur's article was published, Tamil film actor Khusboo landed herself in the midst of huge controversy for her comment at an AIDS awareness programme that there was nothing wrong with premarital sex provided that it was safe. Ultimately the actor was compelled to apologize for offending the sentiment of Indians. Thus locating the position of women in Indian society is marked by duality. On the one hand, there are instances of women's liberation; on the other hand, there are the shackles of patriarchal domination.
Coming back to Queen, gaining in experiences, Rani turns to be a confident girl aware of her own worth and dignity. Thus after returning to Delhi she musters courage, goes to meet Vijay in his house, gives back the engagement ring to him and puts an end to their relationship. To the utter dismay and shock of Vijay, Rani smiles while telling Vijay about her decision. There is no grudge, no repentance, and no tears in her eyes. It is the smile of a confident woman who has realized her own potential and would never lose her self-respect. It is the smile of liberation; the smile of an emancipated independent woman. Queen is the story of a woman who does not need a hero to save her in crisis or console her in her tears. She has the courage to fight alone and be a winner by discovering her strength and potential.
Thus these two movies are brilliant examples of the changing role of woman in the post-colonial Indian socio-cultural scenario. However, there are significant differences in the portrayal of these two women characters. While Rani is confident enough to shirk off the marriage proposal, Sashi being a wife and mother, cannot do so though she earns self-respect and becomes much confident and recognizes self-worth. "Women are not necessarily willing to break away...from institutional frameworks, such as marriage and family . . . the necessary freedom for them is at times not possible" (Jain, . This becomes starkly evident when Sashi's son gets hurt and she fails to attend him immediately because of her English class. She cries frantically as if she has committed a crime, feels guilty that how she can neglect her family and think about herself. She declares that her priority in life is her responsibility towards her family and not her own happiness. Whether Sashi's coming back is a sign of her ultimate giving in to the patriarchal system or her reverence to Indian values is an issue to ponder over. Whether through Sashi's speech the issue of liberalization is intentionally toned down to cater to the sentiment of the Indian audience which is probably still not prepared for complete emancipation of woman is debatable. We might question -is it so important to learn English to gain in recognition and prove one's worth? Sashi's choice of coming back with her husband can evoke multiple interpretations. We might wonder whether this decision is prompted by her respect towards Indian values and roots or it is the patriarchal ideology that she has internalized all through her life which makes her compromise with her own desires and priorities. "The degree of socialisation of traditional values, the level to which they have been internalised and accepted . . . lack of exposure -all go to dull evaluation of oppressive situations or reaction to them, and many are accepted as normal" (Jain, Indigenous Roots of Feminism 280) . Queen, on the other hand, offers a kind of liberation from this societal trap, where Rani prefers to remain a single woman not requiring a man in her life to make her feel important and provide her with a sense of social security. Both the movies generate thoughtprovoking questions about the status and role of women in the present Indian society. To quote veteran film director Mrinal Sen " . . . films . . . provoke discussions, cause dissension and agreement, build controversy. This is the area where the discriminating public becomes articulate -airing divergent views and giving various interpretations to life and art. This is where two opinions or more stand sharply divided . . . What is important . . . is not to seek unanimity but to provoke discussion and, in the process, to raise controversy . . ." (48) and thus generate social awareness. Keeping this observation in mind the two movies can be employed as brilliant lenses to see through the multiple layers of the essentially gendered society of present India and the role of woman in it.
Conclusion
To conclude this article, reference to the Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Bill, 1986 might evoke certain pertinent questions and help us ponder further into the woman question of India. According to this law "depiction in any manner of the figure of a woman, her form or body or any part thereof in such a way as to have the effect of being indecent or of being derogatory or denigrating women or is likely to deprave, corrupt or injure public morality or morals" (Bose 101 ) is a punishable offence. Flavia Agnes' argument in regard to this bill questions the definitions of "obscenity", "morality" and "indecency" and asserts that "upholding the dignity of women" means turning them to asexual beings . To find a concrete place for women in the Indian society thus seems to be a stupendously difficult task since the position is in flux. There are so many issues entangled and criticalities involved in identifying a position for women in the present Indian socio-cultural context. The two Bollywood movies chosen in this article showcase the differences in the socio-cultural positions that women find themselves in and evoke several questions in our minds: Does a woman have the right to be happy on her own terms and lead her own life? Can the society stop being judgemental on what she wears or how she moves? Can she be happy in her own achievements? Can she choose to lead a life without the "protection" provided by the patriarchy? Will the exploitation of women, both sexual and emotional, come to an end with women being educated? Can she be really emancipated? The answers to these questions are not easy to be found since they are entangled with multi-layered social issues and gender dynamics.
